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Another busy week is drawing to a close.
One of the highlights this week was the Foundation BBQ,
welcoming the families of our Prep children to their first
year at school. After an initial drenching when cooking
the sausages, the rain dissipated just as the gathering
commenced, and we were able to enjoy a sausage and a
coffee or hot chocolate together. Our community is
magnificent and it is such a joy watching parents connect
with one another, making new friends and catching up
with existing ones.

This week we also took our Year 3,
4, 5 and 6 students to Duncan
McKinnon reserve for the House
Athletics Carnival, Congratulations
to Jacaranda who was our winning
house.

Introducing Our French/
Languages Captains
I take great pleasure introducing
Abi Wright and Iha Guruprasad to
you as our newly appointed Languages
Captains for 2022. Congratulations to
you both and thank you in advance for
your contributions to the student
leadership team.

Year 6 Rugby Tops & Photos
An exciting moment each year is the arrival of our Year 6
Rugby Tops and this year was no different. A lovely
tradition at Hughesdale Primary School is a group photo
on the day they arrive, at the front of the school. Hard to
believe that they are in Year 6, they make us all so proud.
Warmest Regards,
Lisa Gough
lisa.gough@education.vic.gov.au

HOW TO CONTACT THE SCHOOL
SCHOOL 9570 4808 OSHC 0423 940 728
www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au email: hughesdale.ps@education.vic.gov.au

Past Hughesdale Happenings can be found
on COMPASS in Community under
School Documentation

Principal’s Awards


Mitchell from 1D shared his brainstorm of words that
contain the short ‘a’ sound.



Sam from 1D shared his number writing with Mrs
Gough



Rocco from 2A shared his Maths Monster

Assistant Principal’s Report
AMANDA BREEDEN-WALTON
Wellbeing and Daily Organisation

Harmony Day reminder

Don’t forget your Smile Squad consent form

Just a reminder that our Harmony Day Celebration is next
Monday, 21st March

This week, all students were sent home with a Smile Squad
consent form in preparation for the friendly Smile Squad
dental team to visit our school to do free dental checks.

What is Harmony Day you may ask…

Harmony Week celebrates Australia’s cultural diversity. Don’t forget to return the consent form to school by Friday
25th March.
It’s about inclusiveness, respect and a sense of
belonging for everyone
Until then, eat well, drink well and
Students are invited to come dressed in clothing representing
their culture or to wear orange to symbolise - Harmony and
inclusiveness.

clean well for a healthy smile!

We will start our day with a Parade under the Great Green
from 9.10am. Families are invited to come and join us. We also
encourage families to dress in clothing that represents your
culture or to simply wear orange as a sign of respect and
inclusiveness.

Eat well to look after your teeth.

During the day, students will take part in two activities with
their class that reinforces these important messages of
inclusiveness and respect for all.
To find out more about this celebration day , take a look at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2YtEIKlVFM
Looking forward to a fun day celebrating together.

Foundation 2022 Welcome BBQ
What a wonderful afternoon we all had on Tuesday night with
the Foundation Welcome BBQ. It was lovely to be able to
welcome these families onsite in order to socialise and get to
know each other. All who attended enjoyed a sausage sizzle,
veggie burgers and take away coffee! We hope these families
continue to build their connections to each other and to our
school.

To find out more about the Smile
Squad visit www.smilesquad.vic.gov.au
Offer healthy snacks between main meals such as fruit and
vegetables that are low in sugar.
Eating sweet or sugary snacks too often can lead to tooth
decay.

2022 P&F Events Calendar
Term 1

Term dates 1/2 - 8/4

Colour Fun Run

31/03/2022

Easter Raffle

8/04/2021 - Last Day
Term 1

Reminder - The most colourful event of the year is coming!

Term 2

Term dates 26/4- 24/6

Next Thursday 31st March, from 1.50pm to 3.30pm is our
Colour Fun Run.

Movie Night

29/04/2022

Please make sure students bring a WHITE
shirt and old pants or shorts to wear.

Appreciation Stall (Mothers'
Day Stall)

Thurs 5/5/2022

Bunnings BBQ

TBA

Term 3

Term dates 26/4- 24/6

School Disco

22/07/2022

Appreciation BBQ (Fathers'
Day BBQ )

Fri 2/9/2022

Trivia Night

Sat 31/8/2022

Term 4

Term dates 3/10- 20/12

Grandparents' and Special
Friends' Day

TBA

Community Night

Fri 9/12/2022

Kmart Wishing Tree

December

Parents and Friends

During the fun run, the students will run around the school
grounds while being squirted with water and coloured
powder!. This powder is non-toxic and biodegradable.
Money raised from this event goes towards our Boat
Playground. Cash donations and sponsorship forms are due
back to school by Friday 8th April. These can be returned to
the office or via your child’s VIP folder or clipboard. You can
also use the EFTPOS/Credit card facilities at the office- either
in person or via phone.

Think You Know Presentation
Last week our level 5 and 6 students took part in a Online
Learning Think you Know presentation on Cyber safety
delivered by the Proactive Policing Unit of the Victoria Police.

This presentation was aimed at educating and increasing
students awareness about online child sexual exploration
Volunteers needed - Parents and Friends Community
including avoiding inappropriate contact, online grooming, self Event - HPS Movie Night
-generated content and how to get help.
Friday 29th April
Later in the year we are hoping to run a presentation for our
Screen is booked, JAG reps are selecting a movie on behalf of
parent body.
the student body, but we need a coordinator or two to work
Please take the time to read
alongside myself to arrange pizzas and publicise.. In addition
the “Gaming, devices and
to this we need volunteers to sell pizza and glow items and
what you need to know”
take money at the gate! If you are interested in assisting,
included on the Compass
please contact us at hps_pf@yahoo.com.au we look forward
post.
to hearing from you!
Merci,
Amanda Breeden-Walton
amanda.breedenwalton@education.vic.gov.au

Assistant Principal’s Report
AMANDA SEACH
Curriculum and Pedagogy

Writers Notebooks
Writer’s Notebooks are an important component of the
Writing Workshop approach to the teaching and learning of
writing at Hughesdale Primary. These provide a place for our
writers to save their thoughts and experiences in the form of a
memory, a reflection, a list, a stream of consciousness, a
sketch or a memento pasted in. They are not ‘corrected’ by
teachers but rather used as a catalyst for conversation so that
students can find things they are passionate to write about
further. It is important that our learners find ideas they want
to write about if they are going to become lifelong writers.
Writer’s Notebooks are a safe place for students to practise
writing and explore the use of words and there are many
strategies used in the classroom to scaffold ways writers can
use their notebooks. Each year students and teachers
personalise the covers of their Notebooks and last week the
Foundation students created theirs. Have a look at these
young writers' beaming faces!!

Budding Filmmakers

Try A Writer's Notebook strategy at home…
COLOUR WRITING
Name/List colours
What do you think of?
How does that colour make you feel?
What do you hear when you think of that colour?
Where can you go to see that colour?
What does that colour taste like?
What does it sound like in another language?

The Australian Teachers of Media Association annual 1-Minute
Film Competition is now open. If you have a budding
filmmaker at home they may like to create an entry based on
this year's theme, Dreams. Hopes we have for the future; an
often fleeting array of experiences which mainly occur during
sleep. Whether it’s our wishes for an ideal future, personal
dreamscapes to which we let our minds wander, or goals we
strive towards – dreams provide points of connection to others
and insight into our own psyches. There are two entry
categories for Primary students, Lower Primary (Levels F - 3)
and Upper Primary (Levels 4 - 6). If you and your child are
interested you can follow the link in the flyer for more
information.

Rights Resilience & Respectful Relationships (RRRR)
At Hughesdale Primary we develop students' understanding of the myself and others by
delivering the RRRR curriculum from Foundation to Level 6. Three students from 1D
(Alexia, Azalea, Tommy) came to proudly share their learning with me last week. They
and their class were learning to recognise and identify their own emotions, describe
situations that may evoke these emotions and to compare their emotional responses
with those of peers.
Research shows that,
 Students who participate in rigorously designed and well taught social and emotional
learning programs demonstrate more positive social behaviour, and show improved
academic outcomes;
 Collaborative learning activities help students to build their social skills;
 Building a large vocabulary for emotions helps to increase emotional literacy, build self-awareness and empathy for others.
You may open up a conversation with your child by asking them about what they have been learning about in their Wellbeing
classes, often referred to by teachers and students as PSL lessons (Personal and Social Learning).

Division Swimming
Last week Mr Richards and myself had the pleasure of accompanying 27 of our Level 3 - 6 students to GESAC to participate in
the District Swimming Carnival. Thank you to Jacqui Corben for also volunteering to assist on the day. It was wonderful that
many parents were able to come along and watch. All of our students upheld the school values admirably demonstrating
Personal Best and Resilience in particular. Opportunities to compete against students from other schools gives all students an
opportunity to develop qualities that come to the fore with sporting pursuits like teamwork, gratitude, respect and humility.
Enjoy the photographs from the day below.
Kind regards
Amanda Seach
amanda.seach@education.vic.gov.au

Term 1 Week 2 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

1A

Zach Wilson

Personal Best

1B

Iris Pang

Teamwork

1C

James Davis

Respect

1D

Aaniya Sebastian

Respect
Personal Best

2B

Baylen Butler

Personal Best

2C

Henry Costello

Respect
Personal Best

2D

Marnie Pile

Personal Best

Reasons


For showing great commitment to your learning and working
hard during our Writing lessons. You are continuing to
develop your independence and showing initiative when you
find something challenging. Keep it up :)



For showing, such strong cooperation and teamwork while
playing Maths Towers.



For being a kind and considerate friend and classmate. James
always sets an example for his classmates by always
respecting the class and school rules. Keep it up James :)



For being a kind and caring friend. Aaniya always tries her
best and she used excellent word choice when writing about
her dog.



For concentrating in class so well and showing your personal
best when writing upper and lower case ‘Aa’.



For showing care and compassion towards your classmates.
You look out for them both inside and outside the classroom,
setting an example for everyone else. Keep it up!



For continuing to build her confidence and believe in herself.

Term 1 Week 3 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

Vaanya Jauhari

Teamwork
Respect

Cleora Laus

Respect
Personal Best

FC

Matty Hester

Respect, Team
Work

FD

Emilia Cvetkovic

Respect
Personal Best

1A

Mila Kovess

Respect
Gratitude

1B

Harry Sigmund

Personal Best

1C

Chloe Halford

Personal Best

FA

FB

Reasons


For such a terrific start to school in Foundation! Vaanya has
been a wonderful friend to all of her classmates, treating
everyone with kindness and playing with others in a caring
way. She approaches all aspects of her schooling with
positivity and inspires others to smile!



For making a fantastic start to her time in Foundation, being
friendly to the other people in FB and displaying kindness to
her peers. She is always trying her personal best and showing
confidence in sharing her ideas.



For being such a fantastic friend to your classmates. You
always make an effort to include others in the classroom and
when playing outside. We are lucky to have you in FC! Keep it
up Matty!



Emilia has made a wonderful start to Foundation. She tries
her best in every activity and has shown kindness and respect
to all in the classroom.



For setting an example to classmates by always respecting
the class and school rules. You are a wonderful listener Mila
and approach all your tasks with a positive mindset. Keep it
up :)



For trying his personal best with his pencil grip even when it
becomes really tricky and uncomfortable.



For working hard in class and listening carefully. Chloe is
sharing her ideas confidently in groups and in front of the
whole class. Well done Chloe :)

Term 1 Week 3 - Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing (Values)

1D

Remy Agrimi

Personal Best

2B

Jac Travaglia

Personal Best
Gratitude

2C

Ashleigh Hester

Personal Best

2D

Isabelle Slattery

Personal Best

Reasons


For showing respect to his peers and teachers. Remy always
tries his best and has a neat and organised approach to his
learning.



For your exceptional attitude towards all your learning,
always putting your best foot forward and being an active
participant.



For showing great commitment to your learning and working
hard during our Writing lessons. You are continuing to
develop your independence and showing initiative when you
find something challenging. Keep it up!



For your exceptional attitude towards all your learning, and
always looking for opportunities to improve.

Term 1 Week 4 - Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

FB

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Charlie Ryan

Personal Best

Kristen Tawfik

Respect
Team Work
Personal Best

Camilla Galteri

Respect
Team Work

FD

Parker Sullivan

Resilience
Personal Best
Respect

1A

Archie Perera

Personal Best
Respect

1B

Marcus Wilson

Personal Best

1C

Samuel Boon

Gratitude

1D

Alexia Lakoumentas

Respect

FC

Reasons



For such an amazing start in Foundation. You always strive to
achieve your best and demonstrate an enthusiastic attitude
to learning throughout each day. Keep up the wonderful
effort Charlie!



For making a fantastic start to her time in Foundation and
using her manners and helping other people during pack-up
time. Kristen has demonstrated listening carefully to the first
sound she can hear in different words during writing time
and recording what she hears.



For starting the school year with enthusiasm and positivity.
She always tries her hardest to look out for others in our
class. You are an excellent role model for your peers during
group learning tasks too. Keep up the great effort Camilla!



For settling into school with magnificent ease and always
trying your hardest to look out for others in our class. You
are an excellent role model Parker and your enthusiasm for
school is infectious!



For being a kind, caring and compassionate member of 1A.
You are always striving to do your best and show initiative
during all your learning tasks. Keep it up :)



For always focusing on his reading tasks and being willing to
share to the whole class and make everyone laugh.



For approaching tasks with a positive attitude and outlook.
Samuel is very happy and enthusiastic in the classroom
which is great to see. Keep it up Sam :)



Showing a growth mindset when making a mistake,
demonstrating a positive attitude towards her learning and
being a kind and considerate classmate.

Term 1 Week 4 - Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons



2A

Emerson Miekle

Personal Best
Resilience
Respect

2B

Christian Salter

Personal Best

2C

Elvis Cullen

Gratitude
Personal Best

2D

Jacob Nguyen

Personal Best



For her willingness to help others in the classroom without
prompting.
For showing greater confidence within herself when
approaching her working and asking questions when needing
help.



For the enthusiasm and effort you have shown during
reading tasks. You are working very hard on retelling all parts
of a story. Well done.



For approaching tasks with a positive attitude and outlook.
Elvis is very happy and enthusiastic in the classroom which is
great to see. Keep it up Elvis!



For always approaching challenging tasks with a positive
mindset and eagerness to learn.

Term 1 Week 5- Junior Hughesdale Hero
Class

FA

Name of Student

Maithri Thoppay

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons


For demonstrating her personal best in all aspects of her
schooling. It has been wonderful to see Maithri develop her
confidence sharing her thoughts with others, and she always
puts her best effort into her learning. What a fantastic start
to school, Maithri!



For being a positive, happy person who brightens up our
classroom and trying his Personal Best to listen carefully for
the starting sounds of words. Noah has done a fantastic job
of making and copying different patterns using colours and
shapes.



For achieving her personal best in our Writing Workshop.
Dixie did an amazing job recording the first sound in every
word that she wrote. Keep up the great effort Dixie!



James has made a great start to school life. He applies
himself to each task completing it to the best of his ability.
James has been willing to give things a go and share his
thoughts, even if he might get the answer wrong.



For showing care and compassion towards your classmates.
You look out for them both inside and outside the classroom,
setting an example for everyone else. Keep it up :)



For being helpful, courteous and cooperative. Rohini sets an
example of excellence in behaviour and problem solving.
Keep it up :)



For sharing ideas confidently with the class, looking out for
her peers and always trying her best. Good luck at your new
school, we will miss you at HPS!



For trying her personal best in Math sessions and her
willingness to take extra work home to practise.

Personal Best
Respect

FB

Noah Bugeja

Personal Best
Respect

FC

Dixie Andrea

Personal Best

FD

James Taylor

Personal Best
Resilience

1A

Kane Salter

Respect
Personal Best

1C

Rohini Ganesan

Teamwork

1D

Angel Choudhary

Person Best

2A

Amala Parasnis

Personal Best

Term 1 Week 5- Junior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

2B

Rishi Patel

Personal Best

2C

Alessio Lo Piccolo

Personal Best

2D

Valentina Shipperd

Resilience

PE

Jacob Nguyen (2D)

Personal Best

PA

Paris Spanos Ntovellos
(2A)

All of the HPS
Values

FR

Flynn Davies (2A)

Personal Best

Reasons


For your amazing effort in writing this week, using a range of
verbs and detailed descriptions in your procedure for ‘How
to Make Tacos for Dragons’.



For achieving his personal best in our Letter Writing task.
Alessio used his alphabet chart and sounding out to assist
him in his writing. Keep up the great effort Alessio!



For settling into Hughesdale with ease and having a positive
attitude towards new experiences.



For always giving your personal best when learning new
activities and participating in games and sports. Jacob also
shows great respect by always listening and respecting the
rules.



You demonstrate all five of the Hughesdale Values in
Performing Arts. You are resilient, respectful, and you always
do your best. You are a wonderful team member and you
always display excellent manners.



Flynn has demonstrated that he is eager and willing to
participate in group discussions.
He has shown excellent Critical Thinking skills.




VA

Baylen Butler (2B)

Personal Best

Baylen demonstrated personal best when he created his 3-D
tiger. Baylen used his own ideas when completing several
aspects of the task.

Term 1 Week 2 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

3A

Sanvi Lingamneni

For Showing
(Values)
Respect
Personal Best

Reasons


For showing respect to your peers and teacher and for
always striving to achieve your personal best. A great start to
Level 3!



For listening carefully and following instructions
For working hard to remain focused
For making positive choices and walking away when feeling
frustrated or angry.



3B

Patrick Vincent

Personal Best
Respect

3C

Stan Wilson

Teamwork
Personal Best
Resilience



Grace Nguyen

Teamwork
Personal best
Resilience










3D

4A

Andreas Karagounis

Personal Best
Teamwork

4C

Alex Harrak

Respect







For his enthusiasm and persistence with challenging tasks.
For helping others when they are in need.
For displaying excellent focus on your tasks.
For participating enthusiastically in group projects.
For bouncing back quickly after challenges.
For being kind and thoughtful to others.
For positively supporting his peers in group activities.
For being a kind friend and including everyone.
For being polite and respectful to all of his peers in his first
term of a brand new school.

Term 1 Week 2 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons


4D

Peta Webster

Respect
Resilience

5C

Jenish Patel

Personal Best
Teamwork

6A

Acacia Cheng

Teamwork
Respect

Charlie Lumb

Teamwork
Personal Best
Respect
Resilience
Gratitude

6B



For treating all her teachers and peers with kindness and
respect
For demonstrating resilience as we made our way through
some challenging maths and writing work.



For seamlessly transitioning into a new school and providing
valuable insights and ideas during group tasks.



For her superb efforts to look out for her buddy
For her constant willingness to assist around the classroom
and school





For an excellent start to Level Six. Your work ethic is
fabulous, and you have shown incredible maturity and
leadership.

Term 1 Week 3 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons

3A

Gratitude
Personal Best
Respect



Devan Krishnan

3B

Lily Oppenhiem

Personal Best
Respect

3C

Matilda Alman

Personal Best
Resilience
Respect

3D

Anne Murayama

Personal Best
Teamwork
Respect

4A

Shahmeer Shahmeer

Personal Best



4B

Phoebe Fang

Personal Best
Respect



For regularly joining in class discussions and showing great
dedication to her learning.

4C

Leon Doyle

Personal Best



For always remembering to empty and clean our classroom
recycling bins.

Aidan Jacobson

Personal Best
Resilience

For always saying thank you, trying your personal best and
being kind to your classmates. A great start to Level 3!



For being a kind, caring and compassionate member of 3B.
You look out for your friends and support them when needed.
 For working hard to produce your best work and giving things
a go even when feeling unsure.


For communicating respectfully with your peers.
For having confidence when sharing your ideas with the class.
 For persevering to complete challenging tasks.




For always trying to do your best work.
For always being focussed on your learning.
 For being respectful and kind to others.
 For working cooperatively on group projects.




For settling in well at HPS!
For his confident contributions to class discussions.
 For his enthusiastic approach to all learning activities.



4D

For showing excellent perseverance and enthusiasm during
our Number Talk.
 For producing some excellent work in our persuasive writing
lesson.

Term 1 Week 3 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

Reasons

5C

Cameron Wilson

Resilience
Personal Best



For striving hard to complete larger quantities of work during
independent learning time.

6A

Vasa Mitropoulos

Personal Best
Resilience



Showing resilience and effort to excel in her learning
Consistently trying to better her best academically

Alyssa Torrisi

Personal Best
Respect
Teamwork



6B

For offering to help a classmate get organised and prepared
for their learning. We are extremely humbled by your kind and
caring nature.

6C

Haylee Whitehead

Resilience
Teamwork



Making an excellent start at her new school. She has
seamlessly settled in and made lots of new friends.



Term 1 Week 4 - Senior Hughesdale Hero
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

3A

Evelyn Vaughan

Respect
Personal Best
Teamwork

3B

Julius Tearoa-Niotangi

Personal Best
Resilience

3C

Sofia Carr

Teamwork
Respect

Rayyan Khan

Teamwork
Respect
Personal Best

Reasons










3D





4A

Lily Geralis

Personal Best
Respect

4B

Jai Parab

Personal Best
Gratitude

4C

Chrissie Agiazis

Personal Best

4D

Carter Ruka

Respect
Teamwork

5A

Samara Gulshan
Jethmalani

Resilience
Teamwork
Personal Best




For listening attentively to instructions and always trying your
personal best.
For being a kind and caring member of 3A who always helps
others.
For participating in the swimming carnival even when he was
feeling very nervous.
For working hard and listening carefully
For being an encouraging and enthusiastic group member.
For your positive attitude towards helping and completing
classroom jobs.
For settling so well into your new school and new class
routines.
For always working hard to achieve your best results.
For being respectful and speaking nicely.
For always displaying good manners.
For being a responsible member of our class.
For striving to achieve her best work.



For your dedicated work throughout our place value, addition
and subtraction units and being a kind and thoughtful friend.



For thinking of a really good persuasive writing topic at home
and bringing it in to school.



For being an excellent team member during all collaborative
activities.
For always behaving in a respectful manner and respectful
working with anyone in the class.







For showing resilience when playing Tiggy in the yard. She
found it challenging when she was the tagger 3 times, but she
kept playing.
For her enthusiastic participation in all class discussions.

Term 1 Week 4 - Senior Hughesdale Hero cont:
Class

Name of Student

For Showing
(Values)

5B

Victoria Zois

Resilience
Personal Best
Teamwork

5C

Nicholas Setiawan

Resilience
Personal Best

6A

Tim O’Neill

Personal Best
Gratitude

6B

Tahir Khan

Personal Best
Gratitude
Resilience
Teamwork
Respect

PA

Matilda Alman (3C)

Respect
Teamwork

Harvey Thompson (3D)

Teamwork
Respect

VA

Reasons


You have demonstrated great resilience after fracturing your
hand and have continued to achieve your personal best. You
are a great team player and support for your class and team
mates.



For persisting through the challenges of story writing and
working through the writing process to publish his own story.



Your keen efforts to learn in multiplication
Your positive approach to learning and school experiences
such as swimming





For a terrific start to a new school. It has been so wonderful
watching you connect with your peers, join in our class
discussions and work diligently on every task that you
attempt.



You are joyfully respectful to all others and to yourself. You
display great teamwork by being generous with your kindness
and helpfulness.



Harvey showed terrific teamwork by organising the
equipment for his own table and then assisting at other
tables.
Harvey displayed respect by speaking politely to others.



PE

Julius Tearo-Niotangi (3B)

Teamwork
Personal Best



For sticking to his role and giving his personal best in team
games.

FR

Ben Kato (3C)

Teamwork
Personal Best



For his enthusiasm and participation in class discussions.

JAG – Term One Fundraiser
Hi, we’re Beth and Maddox, and we are 2A’s JAG representatives for 2022.

Today we are going to talk to you about the Term 1 fundraiser for 2022.

Students dress as Teachers and
Teachers dress as Students
This will be held on Thursday

7th April

We are raising money for a playground design (JAG reps are voting for a design).

Make sure to bring a gold coin donation.
Thank you for reading, and we can’t wait to see everyone dressed up.
From Maddox and Beth. JAG Representatives, 2A

